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Introduction ; brief sketch of the proposed treatment
of the problem.

















D. Brief discussion of the significance
of the changing race aspect.
III. The Immigration Problem ;
Since A; We, as a nation have in the past established
certain standards, the maintenance of which
is hindered by immigration; namely;
-
1.
An economic standard-an industrial wage suffi-
cient to preserve the independence of the la-
boring class-which is lowered;
a. By artificial overcrowding of the labor
market.
b. By ruinous competition with the low stan-
dard of living of the European workman.
2.
A policital standard-popular representative
government-maintainable only by an intelli-
gent, interested, and responsible voting class,
and lowered;
a. By the illiteracy of the immigrants and
their political traditions.
b. By the weakness of our naturalization laws.
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3. A set of social standards governing our com
munity relations and interfered with in var
ious ways uy the immigrants. They involve:
a. The maintenance of a high standard of li-
teracy lor the sake of the stability of
the government which is seriously inter-
fered with by:
1* A high and progressive average of im-
migrant illiteracy.
b. The maintenance of a low average of crimi-
nality.
1* Such as is generally more character-
istic of Teutons than of Latins or
Slavs,
2* Seriously affected by immigration
as shown by statistics.
I
a' Especailly in the second genera-
tion.
b* In a manner which has a definite
relation with immigrant illiteracy,
3* Involving consequently an ever increas-
ing financial and moral burden.
c. The maintenance of a high average of men-
tal efficiency- affected by immigration,
1* As shown by statistics
2* For assignable causes which do not,
however, remove the burden.
d. The maintenance of a high physical standard
interfered with:
By defects in the administration of our
immigration xaws,
a* Especially concerning bonding.
By the poor physique of our foreign-
born as a class-
a* As shown by experience
Especially in the coming generations
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e. The maintenance of a low average of depen-
dence interfered with:
1* By the presence of the foreigners
a* Especially as their stamina is low,
2* Most seriously in the East, where the
newcomers congest.
3’ Contrary to the popular optimistic view,
as is shown by statements of persons qua-
lified to speak with authority.
And since B:We are making serious efforts to overcome these
unfortunate effects, such as:
1.
The corrective work of prison reformatories, etc.-
not interesting to discuss here
2.
The constructive efforts of:
a. The court probation officer in his relation
as friend and advisor
1* Illustrated by an actual case
b. The "friendly visitor" of the Associated Chari
ties with her opportunities for putting the
immigrant family in touch with American life.
3.
The Preventive or Constructive work done in the
face of the tremendous difficulty presented by:
a. The Slum : largely the product of immigration
as Shown by:
*
1 Figures for immigrant effect on urban popu
lation
2* Figures for congestion in N, Y,
and possessed of a two-fold. fault :-
1* Hygienleand moral, as shown by infant mor-
tality and the effect of these unnatural
surroundings shown in criminal statistics,
especially those for the second generation
X* Against the latter the public school
^
struggles bravely but with faint hope.
2’ Racial Segregation is a problem in itself
especially trying since it cannot be legis
lated against. It is met by
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X* The Schools which accomplish mainly
iKe ’broadening of the children by-
N
1 The teaching of English
N
2 The breaking down of the bar-
riers of race prejudice.
N
3 Raising them from the unskilled
class through trade schools
y* Settlements ; In their efforts to
Americanize the foreigners oy inter-
esting them in our ways by means of
clubs, classes, and various activi-
ties among old and young.
z* Other Agencies -typical among which
are suen i n¥t i tu t i ons as the Civic
Service House of Bostpn; the play-
ground systems and their battle to
disrupt "the gang"; country week
and Mothers* Rests, and District
Nursing,
And since C: In the opinion of many persons in close touch
with the actual situation that we are not making
much real progress through these efforts
IV. Therefore- we should take steps to remedy this situation by
restricting our immigration. Various proposals have been made
to this end, including A- An illiteracy test
B- A large head tax
C- Consular inspection
D- An examination of which reveals
excellent reasons lor favoring
the first two
E- These proposals have been opposed
1. By those interested financially
2. By those who deny its necessity
a. ) hoping for race amalgamation
b. ) hoping for race mixture
x-(Comment8 on these)
3. By those who deny our moral right
to take the step.
a, ) Comment
P- Conclusion
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Immigration as a Social Problem
^Introduction Before entering upon a discussion of immigration as
a problem, it will be necessary to consider it briefly as
a fact, for although a great deal is said and written these
days on the subject, comparatively few people have any pre-
tense to a first hand knowledge of the situation, and often-
times an intelligent understanding of the significance of
recent developments is dependent upon familiarity with those
of the past. Next, because it is customary almost invaria-
bly to describe immigration as a ’•problem'*, till it becomes
so much a habit that many of us do not stop to consider
whether it really is one at all, we may put the question, **What
is the immigration problem?** And then, because this is a dis-
cussion of it as a social problem, it will oe necessary to
consider more in detail this aspect, also the efforts that
have been made and are now on loot to solve it and assimilate
these thousands of foreigners to investigate the degree of
success that has rewarded these efforts, and the possibili-
ties that the future presents. This immigration question is
a vital one for the American people today, and one on which
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The first difficulty to "be overcome in outlining
the course of immigration in this country is' to decide when
it began and meet the arguments of those who contend that we
are all immigrants except the American Indians. Since it is
unreasonable to speak of immigration to a country before it
has a ntaional existence, it is usual to consider those peo-
ple who came here before the end of the Revolution, "colonists'*,
and all who have come later, "immigrants." This distinction as
applied to the years immediately following the Revolution is
almost purely arbitrary because those entering then represented
no races not already found here, did not alter the homogen-
eous character of the population, and were so comparatively
few in number as to excite little general comment. With a pop-
ulation of about 4,000,000 in 1790, it is doubtful if more
than 250,000 entered before 1320, and practically all of
these were of the same Celtic and Teutonic stock as had al-
ready settled here.
In 1820 we first have figures relating to immigra-
tion, for with the coming of an increasing number of foreign-
ers public attention was directed to the movement. Congress
passed a law requiring the custom officials to keep a record
of the number of incoming foreigners together with their age,
sex, occupation, and native country, but not calling for a dis-
tinction between travelers and settlers. During the years
from 1820 to i869, which are taken as the second period in
r
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the history of immigration, the number of foreign arrivals
rose, although rather unsteadily, while the ethnic composi-
tion of the immigration showed little marked change over that
of the earlier period. About 1869, however, when, owing to
the fact that the increased demand for unskilled labor to
carry on industrial operations just after the war, could not
be met in the home market, onployers sought other sources,
contract labor first made its appearance, and large numbers
came from Russia, Austria-Hungary, and Italy,
Beginning with 1869 and continuing down to the pre-
sent time, immigration has not only increased enormously in
quantity but has undergone an equally marked change in quali-
ty, With every year the newcomers exhibit still wider dif-
ferences from the native stock, A brief survey of the figures
may help here. The following table states the case compactly,
and at the same time gives a clear idea of the vastness of the
movement.
O
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Immigration 5y years from 1885












































































5Commercial depression and the panic of 1873 com-
bined to keep the figures down until 1878 when they took a
very sudden rise culminating in the total of 1882 not equalled
again until 1903. This sudden turn was caused partly by the
working of the "May Laws" in Russia against the Jews, for
Russian immigration increased four-fold from 1881 to 1082 and
seven-fold by 1890. Another cause was the enactment of immi-
gration legislation in this country in 1882 which gave rise to
the fear in Europe that Congress might later adopt restrictive
measures, and made many hasten over here to forestall such ac-
tion. The cholera year, and the period of commercial depression
in this country caused a steady fall in the figures until 1899,
Since that year the increase has been nearly constant , -1907
standing highest with a total of 1,285,349,
v/ithout going into detail regarding the quality of
this immigration, it may be said that, beginning with 1869 the
percentage of Teutonic and Celtic immigrants has decreased fair-
ly steadily while the percentage for other races has risen at
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9 dai Ieoid-n©i)i dsomXn ns
*anl
6(The line starting at the right in 1869, repre-
sents the percent of Teutonic stock in our immigration during
the years covered: the line starting at the left represents
all other stock,)
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This means that we are now receiving into our population hordes
of people who lor numerous reasons form a burden upon us that
increases not only relatively out absoluMy. It is contended
with truth that our present immigration is no greater in propor-
tion to the total population than was that of fifty years ago,
yet this statement overlooks an important fact. In those days,
owing to the comparative homogeneity of the population, the task
of assimilation fell equally on all, while at present, since
large numbers of our inhabitants are themselves but poorly ac-
quainted with our ways, the burden falls on the older stock, which
of course, decreases relatively yearly, A sweeping condemnation
of these races is doubtless unfair to many individuals, but ex-
perience has taught us that the Latins, although possessing cer-
tain valuable qualities, are not as well suited to our purposes
as are the Teutons and Celts, Especially is this true of the
peasant class from the densely ignorant south, the Slavs, the
Syrians, and the west Asiatics, who are coming to us in increas-
ing numbers year by year. They journey here not, in most cases,
to set up a home and become part of our civilization, out be-
cause we are so prosperous that they can quickly earn money to buy
land at home and the independence they never could attain while
staying there. With such an object in view, they are content to
V-
noi teiisqoq isjo o^nl anivieoai Worr air 9W ^arfd" anpaci eir![T
eu r.oqjj robiud s rmol arioeBsi ejLfoisrram loi on'w aXqoac lo
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aiasi sdt ,noi^nInqoq Bdt I0 v^tsnaaomorf 9vi Jmeqrrtoo sri^ oX aniwo
oonxa ,;tn9S9iq &b eXlrfw ,IIs no y;IlBj:;p9 Il9'X noi^nXimieen 'to
-oe xiliooq isjd e^vX9E^rI©^^^ 9in e;+ns^ IderTni ix;o *io eiscTmifn Q^ieX
f{oxrrv/,j(oo j's isbXo arli' no eXXol nafiiucf ©iid" ,a\;fiir luo rfXi*; JhairiisL'p
nox j'PfLTiebnoo snxqaaws A ,\;Xii59\; \.X9vx^sl9i aaassiosb ,eeruao Jo
-X9 And .eXnxjbxvibnx \;nnm oA listruj eaeXAcfxxob si asosi saoriA Jo
-190 snxE89aaoq rfanorfAXs ,aniAsJ 9riA Aerft an Arfr^xjnA earf aonsiisq
eaaoqmq mo oA betina Il9vr B3 Aon 91b ^asiAilBx'p sXcTbjjIbv rrxsA
oifA ’io eniA exrfA 8x \;XXex09qsS .sAXaO bns anoAnoT arlA 91s se
9fiA ,ev8X6 arid ^rfAnoe Ansionsi \;Xoen9b edj mciA oesXo AnaBBsq
-acaionx ni an oA snlmoo 91s oriw ^eoiAeiaA Ab9w srfA bns ^arsiiy.S
,S98Bo Aaoiri nx
»
siori yenmot ,iiss\; ycT leoy; aiddrrnn snx
« 9 tf Axj'j ,nox ABsiXxvio mo Jo Amq sirtooscT bns amori s qx^ Aoa cA
^jj<X oi ysnom ruse ^^X^^oxnp nao xsrJA AsriA axfoioqaciq oa ©is sw oaneo
©Xirfv: nisAAn bluoo lavon ver^A ornsbneqobnx ©riA bns smorf As bnsl
oA AnaAnoo 9ie yenA^v/axv nx Aoat^^o ns riona xTAtW .aiorfA gnxysAe
live on a standard which we regard as indecent, and they can
underbid more efficient men in the labor market. The better
class of workmen refuses to compete with them, those of Europe









Having glanced rapidly at immigration as a fact,
it is now appropriate to take up the second question suggested
earlier in the paper, which might be compactly stated as, "What
is the immigration problem?" The phrase is bandied about, and
we know vaguely that it has something to do with assimilating the
foreigners, but few, perhaps, stop to consider exactly what it
signifies. In general, this influx of foreign peoples is a prob-
lem to us because in the early days of the republic, by reason of
the homogeneity of the people, we developed a set of characteris-
tic institutions and ideals which we value because they are our
own and which the newcomers threaten to take from us. The problem
is then one of preserving our national characteristics, and in so
far as it would never have arisen, in this form at all events, but
for him, the immigrant becomes the problem itself. Just what some
of these ideals and standards are and how the newcomers affect
them it may be a matter of interest to note.
They group themselves, in general, under three
heads as Economic, Political, and Social, but as the groups over-
lap slightly it is not always possible to keep the three as-
pects of the problem entirely distinct.
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Our economic ideal seems to be a standard of living
among the industrial and unskilled laborers sufficiently high
to prevent serfdom in any form from ever eating its way into
our industrial system. We have managed fairly well up to this
decade to keep within hailing distance, at least, of our ideal
mainly because being a young country our labor supply was not
equal to demand, and wages, accordingly, were high, Now,how-
ever,/supply closely approaches demand the ever-increasing
introduction of labor-saving machinery narrows the field still
further, and we are confronted with the possibility, not very
remote, of an over-crowded labor market. The inevitable re-
sult of this event will be the forcing downward of wages and
the standard of living, until labor conditions here are the
same as they are in the poorest country of Europe, of Asia
even, and there is no further incentive for men to seek our
shores. In the early days, even down through the Civil War,
we stood in need of this labor to develop industry and open
up the country. Had the native market been protected from
competition with the lower standard of living it could it-
self have supplied the demand, but more slowly. To the extent
that imported labor hastened our early development, we are in-
debted to it. It is said frequently that immigration still
comes in obedience to the law of supply and demand end that
to interfere with the working of the law might prove a ser-
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the fact that the immigration now coming is, to an enormous
degree, the artificial product of the transportation compan-
ies, gathered hy their agents from all corners of Europe and
the near East and delivered at our ports at such prices as to
make the journey but a comparatively unimportant financial ven-
ture, Therefore our modern immigration is to be classed rath-
er as in violation of the law of supply and demand than in
obedience to it. Oftentimes, too, even that part of it not
induced by the transportation agents is brought in response
to a still less healthy demand, that of employers for work-
men to break a strike in some unskilled industry, and is thus
used deliberately to keep down the standard cf living. It is
curious to note that as a nation we have stood long for a high
tariff to protect the workingman from competition with the
low wage standard of Europe, and at the same time have insis-
ted upon opening the door wide to admit the lov/-priced work-
man himself to active competition here at home. Of what use
is it to debar the product if we admit the workman?
2. Our political ideal is popular, representative govern-
ment; we stand before the world as its foremost exponent and
believe it to be a practical one, but we realize that the sta-
bility of the form of government we have chosen rests upon the
intelligence, interest, and responsibility of the voters. Vfhat
then can v/e think will be the effect of admitting to the coun-
try 1,041,570 persons among whom 28^ of those over 15 years of
age are totally illiterate, as was the case in 1910, especial-
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ly when we rememher that these illiterates represent classes that
have "been for generations, perhaps always, without voice in their
government and consequently without intelligent interest or sense
of responsibility? Certainly these immigrants, even though in in-
dividual cases of the very best intentions and dispositions cannot
be expected to take part intelligently in our political life.
Whether education and environment will make responsible citizens of
their children is another question, with the weight of evidence on
the negative, as it becomes more generally believed that heredity
is stronger than environment. The actual political danger, howevei;
from this body of citizens would be small if it were not for the
fact that they are entrusted with the ballot almost immediately up-
on arrival. Our naturalization laws were made at a time when the
small numbers, high percentage of literacy and generally good qua-
lifications of the immigrants made it desirable to admit them to
citizenship as early as possible. They were formulated with the
purpose of rendering citizenship easy to acquire. These laws re-
quire only 5 years* residence in the Uni tedStates, proof of good
character, and a promise to support the constitution. They thus
l-(Bt slip an excellent opportunity of debarring the illiterate vote
by an educational qualification. It is argued on this point that
little harm actually comes about since the immigrants* desire for
naturalization is in the order of their literacy, those coming from
II-
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countries where the educational standard is high being most
eager, those from ignorant countries, such as Portugal, least so.
On the other hand, it seems to be a fact that when these illit-
erate immigrants do become naturalized it is too often not from
a desire to do their part in the work of governing, but because
the precinct boss needs their votes. Suffrage is not an inherent
right of our foreign citizens; it is a privilege which for the
ultimate good of the many should be bestowed only where it will
be intelligently used. To give it, thus gratuitously, is to
build up an ignorant, ooss-controlled vote and weaken the founda-
tions of the state.
Our social ideal, our theory concerning the rela-
tions of raen*s daily lives, is commonly summed up in the phrase,
"Equality of opportunity." It is this, but it is more too; we
believe that men have certain equal inherent rights but that at
the same time the safe-guarding of these individual rights in-
volves obligations to the community which must be enforced. Be-
cause various peoples differ in their conception of what these
community obligations are, there can be no objective standard,
consequently no exact measurement of a nation*s social progress.
Starting with a conception of the characteristic social traits
of the American people a century ago, we can say undoubtedly
that a change has taken place, and that immigration has inevita-
bly contributed to it, but the phenomena are so complex that we
are not in a position to state confidently whether we have gone
upward or downward on the scale of civilazat ion. We can only
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note whether we are tending toward or avay from our ideal.
Because of the nature of our government, and the sure
knowledge that its stability depends largely upon the intelli-
gence of the voters, we as a nation hold compulsory education
essential to our national well-being, and regard with pride our
high standard of literacy. In 1880 the percent of illiterates
over 10 years of age for the entire country was 17, in 1890 it was
13,3, in 1900 it was 10,7. The figures look hopeful, out it must
be admitted that the reduction has been slow, considering the vast
sums that have been spent, and, generally speaking, wisely, in the
cause. In the absence of an illiteracy test we are deprived of
reliable figures on immigrant illiteracy, but on their own testimo-
ny at entrance, in 1895, 20% of these people over 14 years of age
were unable to read or write in any known dialect; in 1900, 24%;
in 1905, 26 . 2%; in 1910, 28%. These percentages are doubtless low-
er than actual conditions warrant, as the vague knowledge of
continual agitation here in favor of the illiteracy test prompts ma-
ny affirmative answers not founded on iact. Moreover, although the
literacy of the races that in the past have been forming the great-
er part of our immigration has shown a tendency to improve owing
to better educational standards in Western Europe, yet the races
that are now gaining the ascendency in our immigration, those from
southeastern Europe, show no tendency at all to improve but rath-
er are slipping back. The figures, then, indicate broadly, that
we are very slowly raising our literacy standard in spite of an e-
normous annual increase of persons totally illiterate, and, be-
cause of their age, beyond reach of compulsory education. That we
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can do it speaks well for our school systems, out It is a tremen-
dous strain and we should consider carefully, not only the harm-
ful political influence of this ignorant mass, but also whether
this increasing immigrant illiteracy may not isach a point where it
will completely offset our efforts to raise the national stan-
dard, The effect of the inability to read is not to be measured
in figures, for it influences most strongly our efforts at assi-
milation. When there collects a large group of persons so densely
ignorant as these and shut off thus from even the commonest point
of enlightening contact, the newspaper, they cling together as a
sort of lump and develop a shell-like resistance to outside influ-
ence; xhis goes to make the problem of congestion.
Before considering this problem, however, it may be
well to consider another social obligation that of acquiescing
with the will of the community and abiding by its laws. The Teu-
* tonic peoples are strongly social in their tendencies, the Latin and
eastern peoples individualistic. Therefore our forefathers and
those who followed them immediately tended to be law-abiding; our
more recent immigration being Latin largely tends to disregard the
community will and has acquired a reputation for lawlessness. This
^
is, to be sure, a sv7eeping statement and should perhaps be con-
) trasted with that of Mayo-Smith;-
“Prora all the statistic© the conclusion seems to be justi-
fied that criminality is sorae>vhat more prevalent among the foreign
born and those of foreign descent than among those of native des-
cent, but this excess is not so great as to enable us to say that
the influence of migration is to increase tendency of crime.**
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The statistics are involved and there is much danger,
apparently, in the novice reading them wrongly, but the following
facts seem to emerge:- that the average of criminality is kept
up in spite of a decrease among the natives because of an increase
among the immigrants; that the excess of adults among the immi-
grants accounts largely for their high criminality, although this
explanation does not, of course, relieve the burden of the commu-
nity; and that, unlike the educational problem, that of crime is
not at all hopeful, since the children of immigrants prove twice
as dangerous as their parents. According to figures compiled by
Prescott F. Hall, baaed on a report of the Massachusetts Prison
Commission for 1894, the general criminality of the foreign born
in this state is exactly twice as great as that of the native
Dorn, not considering crimes of drunkenness; and criminality ad-
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The burden of the foreigners on the community seems, then, not to
be a light one. Financially, it necessitates an annual expendi-
ture millions of dollars in excess of what would otherwise be de-
manded for the upkeep of prisons, reformatories, and similar insti-
tutions, besides tending to lower the moral tone of the whole com-
munity, even of the native element, by making crime ever less shock-
t
ing because of its increasing frequency. The problem, then, seems
to be how to instil into the newcomers a decent respect for our
laws. Example and education appear to be the only roads open to
us, and, since often times this so-called lawlessness is not de-
liberate defiance but the result of a difference in view-point , inher-
ited through many centuries, it is not to be rooted out in a day
nor even in a generation. The figures for crime among immigrants*
cnildren show all too plainly the truth of the last statement. Not
the least important step in solving the problem consists in some-
how breaking up the slum, for as Chinatown perpetuates the Tongs,
and as the Sicilian quarter fosters the Vendetta, so every other
section peopled by one nationality keeps alive those national
traits whose abandonment we are forced to demand as the price of
participation in our privileges.
% It is well to note, too, at this point, the effect of
immigration upon the burden laid un the state by the defective and
dependent. In the special census reports for *1904, it was shown
that the foreign born whites, being 19,5JS of the white population,
furnished 34.3^ of the white insane persons in the hospitals, and
29.8^ of the admissions to such hospitals during 1904. Doubtless,
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as in the case of crime, this alarmingly high rate of insanity is
partly due to the fact that our foreign corn citizens are for the
most part of the age that would naturally furnish the highest pro-
portion of insane, and partly to the fact that the hardhsips of
the early years in this country invite mental and nervous break-
downs. An explanation of the causes does not, however, remove the
burden, and we are still faced with the fact that in greater New
York in 1904, 60% of the Insane were foreign born, and that for
the whole population the foreign born furnish more than twice their
proportion of the insane and a burden on the community finances
correspondingly large.
Turing to bodily disease, we find conditions much the
same. The immigration laws, as they are construed, endeavor to
keep out only those suffering from a diseas e that is loathesome
or dangerous or that will prevent them from carrying on their oc-
cupation. Such a law, naturally, admits many who while perhaps
not actually suffering from any special disease have a vitality and
resistance so low that after a few months in a crowded tenement
with almost utter absence of proper sanitary provisions and lack
of sufficient nourishment, they succumb to the first epidemic or
to tuberculosis in some form. Moreover, it is possible for an
immigrant who might otherwise be debarred for physical disability
to be admitted on the bond of some friend already here. As the
bondsman is usually a recent immigrant and may become insolvent at
any time, and, as the new arrival may move to some locality where
the existence of the bond is unknown, we find that the execution
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Taking "both the above facts into consideration we should not
be surprised to find that the foreign born contribute rather
more than their proportionate share to our defective classes.
In 1906, the 40J$of foreign born school children in New York
furnished over 70^ of the defectives in the schools, while in
1902, the foreign born population, or a little more than 1/3
of the total population of the city furnished 89^ of the deaths
from tuberculosis. In 1905, the authorities in New Orleans
attributed the spread of the yellow fever epidemic to the fact
that the recent Italian immigrants resisted the necessary
sanitary measures. There are in this country no health sta-
tistics adequate enough to warrant the unqualified assertion
that immigration is lowering our health standard, but the ex-
perience of New York, for example, would make it appear not
improbable that this is true. It should be noted especially that
we lack entirely statistical information concerning the health
record of the native born children of foreign parents. This is
an essential point, for the worst effect of an immigration with
poor physique would not be the filling of the hospitals and alms-
houses, although that would be bad enough, but the production
^ of a race of generally low stamina, -"the watering of the nation’s
life blood," spoken of by George William Curtis, Furthermore,
if foreign immigration appears now to have an unwholesome effect
upon our national health standards, we must expect only worse
things from the future, for the races which are contributing
in increasing numbers to our population are those having the
T7* r
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largest proportion of serious physical defects. Dr. McLaugh-
lin presents some interesting figures on this point; the pro-
portions of defectives to the totals landed in 1901 being:
-
Closely connected with the health and general efficiency
of the population is the problem of dependence, since inability
to work, owing to ill health, is the cause assigned for a large
proportion of the applications for out-door relief and for ad-
mission to almshouses. General low stamina, induced by poor nour-
ishment and the unsanitary living conditions of the congested
city districts, causes many of the newly arrived to drop behind
and finally give up the struggle. As might be expected, the
eastern states and especially New York suffer most heavily from
the burden of increased dependence. The immigrants arrive, for
the most part, with little money* Those who come in evasion of
the contract labor laws are quickly taken off to their destina-
tion; those with friends or relatives are cared for; but the oth-
ers, in mary cases, when work proves scarce, lack either sufficient
money or good judgment to ge t beyond the port of entry, and in
a short while they must seek help from public or private char-
ity, It is the usual optimistic way of the Americans to pic-
ture the immigrant as arriving at Ellis Island with no visible
means of support but his two strong hands and a limitless ambi-
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next to nothing a day, accumulating money with unbelievable
rapidity, sending bright, strong, young Americans to school,
and leaving to them sufficient money with which to rise
higher than their parents in the world. It is an attractive
picture and it is well for us if the general features are
true of even a small number of cases, for the other side is
dark indeed. Richard de Courcy Ward in discussing the sub-
ject, "The Restriction of Immigration", has said:-
"The problem of immigration cannot be treated by
statistics alone-it is far too complex. Only those having con-
stant, close personal relations with the immigrants can deter-
mine whether or not they are becoming assimilated. It is not
the immigration problem of yesterday or today which concerns us
so vitally out that of tomorrow. Our fathers would have been
staggered oy an immigration of 1,000,000 but we must expect
2,000,000 within ten or fifteen years."
An authoritative expression of opinion such as Mr,
Ward requires is found in the resolution of the Boards of
Associated Charities sent to Congress declaring that "it is
impossible to make the conditions of the very poor substan-
^ tially better when every arriving steamer brings more of the
ignorant and unskilled to compete for the employments that are
open only to the ignorant and unskilled." Again in an annual
report of the Boston Associated Charities we find this state-
ment : -
"With an immigration as unrestrained as at present
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^ Tte can have little hope of permanent gain i or uplifting the poor
of the cities, since newcomers are alw?iys at hand ignorant of
American standards." In the 27th annual report of the United
Hebrew Charities we find this:-
"It is unnecessary here to reproduce the causes
that underlie these condition. The horrible cmgestion in which
so many of our co-religionists live, the squalor and filth, the
lack of air and sunlight. Even more pronounced are the results
accruing from these conditions; the vice and crime, the ir-
religiousness, lack of self-restraint, indifference to social
conventions, indulgence of the most degrading and perverted ap-
petites, which are daily growing more pronounced and of-
fensive."
YHien people as close to the actual situation as
these and with a very personal interest in the welfare of the im
migrants as individuals not as "problems" hold such views, it is
time that the country at large took a more intelligent interest
in the question, with the hope of rendering help to them oy ef-
fective legislation.
B-Our But before looking to the future of our problem, let
I *
Efforts to us rather examine the efforts that have already been made toward
solve the its working out, the means now at hand, and the success so far
problem. met with. The work being done may be classed broadly as cor-
rective and preventive, -the latter being by far the more inter-
esting and presenting greater hope lor the future. The former
is the work of caring for those immigrants who have already fal-
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len into the dependent classes; it is carried on mainly by the
state with its prisons, reformatories, almshouses, hospitals,
orphan-asylums, and outdoor relief. The foreigners are, of course,
cared for like any others, -the only interest they possess in this
connection arises from the fact that they swell the numbers so
disproportionately, as I have set forth elsewhere. Since prisons
and almshouses are entirely corrective and concern themselves
only with treating the symptoms of our social evils, they have no
important place in a discussion of the social problem presented by
immigration, for such a discussion turns, quite naturally, on the
question, "What is to be done to remedy this state of affairs?"
And the almshouse is never a solution-it is only a makeshift.
On the border line between purely corrective and purely
preventive effort lie two active factors in the work of assimila-
tion-prooat ion work in the courts, and the work of the Associated
Charities. The work of the probation officers is corrective in so
far as it deals with persons who have already committed crime; it
is preventive in that it aims at reform rather than at punishment,
for the individuals singled out by the court for probation rather
than committment are those who. show a tendency^ only^ in the wrong
direction not a settled purpose, who need merely to be warned, and
on whom the demoralizing influences of a prison sentence would work
only harm. In the case of the foreign born offender arrested on
some slight offense due, perhaps, to ignorance of the law, or to
the mistaken idea that everyone does as he chooses in this free
land, the plan works admirably. It presents a double advantage in
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that it upholds the dignity of the law without inflicting the harsh-
ness of a prison sentence, and that it does away with the atti-
tude of antagonism and, by putting him under the care of a man
who endeavors to become his real friend and sympathetic adviser,
induces the offender in the future to co-operate with authority.
Sometimes when there is no actual harm in the newcomers, the in-
fluences of new surroundings are so upsetting that they are led
astray and need to be squared suddenly with authority. An actual
case from the experience of a Boston probation officer may serve
here, Giuseppe, not many months in this country was arrested on
his wife* 8 charge of non-support. He was capable of earning good
pay as a stone-cutter, he did not drink to excess, nor abuse the
family, in fact had no bad habits except the one of neglecting
his work to gamble in the company of a crowd of idlers. The proba-
tion officer took him in hand and he promised to do better. After
several months with no further complaint from the wife, the offi-
cer paid the family a friendly visit, and, finding everything '
prosperous inquired how Guiseppe contrived to pass his time away
from his old friends. With enthusiastic pride the reformed man
led him to the tiny yard and pointed to a row of little granite
^ headstones each neatly inscribed with the name and birthdate of a
member of the family, all apparently in readiness to receive the
next date. Guiseppe explained volubly that his employer let him
have the bits of stone and that the work was giving him practice
that might help to a better position. Ludicrous as this instance
may seem, how much better it was than six months "at the island"
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J3 I0 eXabdXiXcf bns 9xrBn adX dXiw bsdXioanX dOBo BenoXebcad’
9dX 9VX9991 cX eesnibBsi nX x^ine'XBqqa IXs .xXX.i^l ©dX I 0 istom
mid XsX i9\;oXq(n9 eXd XariX xldvlov bonXaXqx© sqqsaXirO .©Xeb Xxsn
J .©oXXoaiq mid gnivXs 88^- jiiow adX XadX bna onoXa I0 eXXcf ©dX evari
©onaXenX eXdX aa snoioibwd .noXXiaoq laXXad b oX qXsd Xd^Xnr XndX
X 9dX Xb 8i{Xnorn xXa nanX saw XX
-tsXXscf rioaffr v.'ori ^rnasa vpirr
and a hungry family at home.
That part of the Associated Charity work that is helping
most in the assimilation of the foreigners is not the giving of fin-
ancial aid, finding work for the father, or sending a weekly gro-
cery order; it is the personal interest given hy each of the work-
ers, and, above all, the interested sympathy of the "Friendly Vis-
itors" that really counts in the task of making over these Poles
and Finns and Greeks into American citizens. The friendly visitor
of the sensational journal is the patronizing "Lady Bountiful" who
goes down into Salem Street in her limousine, gingerly ascends the
stairs, and offers impossible advice to the poor people of the
tenement. Perhaps the type does xxx exist, and without a doubt
some of the volunteer workers do make tactless blunders, but, after
all, they are only human, and, as the work progresses, and more
people go to it with a real desire to be of service, there will
be still less ground for criticism. The chief thing that the work
accomplishes for the immigrant family is to form for it an attach-
ment with the world outside that is on a purely personal basis.
The worker, if she will, can win the faith of the members and
through it accomplish wonders. She can perhaps persuade the mother
to get the baby’s milk from the milk-station instead of from a cor-
ner grocery; she may be able to bring about better hygienic condi-
tions in the home and some regard for the sanitary ordinances, find
a way for the mother and baby to spend a week or two in the country,
induce the oldest boy to sacrifice a night or two each week with
the gang for a class at the school for Civic Service, and suggest
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that the little girl join the millinery class at the vocation-
al center. These and many other things are worth while not en-
tirely for themselves, but because they take the people somehow
out of Little Italy and Little Syria and into the influence of
America.
Turning to the purely preventive and constructive side
of the work with immigration, we find arrayed the public schools,
the settlement houses, the social centers, the trade schools,
and thousands of workers with every energy bent toward tkB making
Americans of these newcomers. They are the visible forces of as-
similation and, valiant as their efforts are, they sometimes seem
like twigs put out to stem the onrush of a torrent of water. So
tremendous are the forces they struggle against that one writer
has compared the work to an attempt to cleanse the Augean sta-
bles. Chief among their difficulties is the slum. When -it is
realized that in 1900, while the foreign born constituted 1/8 of
our total population, they contributed l/4 to our urban population
and that they live there under conditions almost unbelievable, it
will be seen that these foreigners have a very important effect
upon the problem of congestion. A few figures concerning over-
J crowding in Kew York will help to an understanding of the situation.
In 1904, in New York, there were 362,000 dark rooms used for dwel-
ling purposes. In 1900 the figures for papulation density in New
York per acre were os follows :-
loanhattan 149 per acre
S. E. ” 382 per acre
1 ward of above 736 per acre
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In 1905 there v/ere 12 blocks containing 1000 to 1400 per
acre. Ey way of comparison it ought to be noted that in 1901
the average density for London was 60.6; for its most densely
populated borough, 182; for a very small section of the latter
396. Even though Jacob Riis is correct when he says that the
slum is as old as humanity, nevertheless, it cannot be denied that
our slums are rendered worse by the yearly influx of foreigners
on whom they react most harmfully. Statistics for 1900 show
the following percentages of foreigners and their children in our
city population.
% of foreign born. ^ of foreign
parentage
Boston 35.1 72.2
Fall River 47.7 86.1 _
Providence 38.1 66.5
Buffalo 29,6 73.8






San Francisco 34.1 75.2
The faults of the slum fall under two headings, those
that are related to matters of hygiene and morals and those that
concern race conditions. Papularly, the former hold the more
important place, because they are so evident that it is impos-
sible to overlook them. The picture is familiar enough; al-
most invariably a district in the oldest quarter of the city
where the houses are worn out and tottering, the sanitary pro-
visions antiquated and woefully inadequate, the streets narrow
and dark, the yards and alleys filthy in the extreme; dozens of
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people crowd into the smoky, ill-smelling rooms for the night,
sleeping oftentimes huddled on the floor with never a thought
for the ordinary decencies of life. This manner of living has
an unfortunst e effect on the physical standards of the slum dwel-
lers. They come almost entirely from rural districts, where, he-
cause fresh air and sunlight are abundant ordinary hygienic rules
may be disregarded with more or less impunity, and these careless
habits of life bring serious results, for the new life withjalmost
total lack of sunlight and fresh air demands stricter regard for
nature laws. It is interesting to note in confirmation of
this that the Jews coming from over-crowded European Ghettos,
maintain a far better mortality rate than do the Italian and
Greek peasants v/ho succumb at an alarming rate to tuberculosis.
There is another reason for this in that the Jews eat as well
88 their circumstances permit, and therefore, although their sur-
roundings are of the worst, they maintain a good bodily resistanc
The Latins and Greeks on the other hand, in their passion to save
the pennies, eat food undescribably poor and as little even of
that as possible, fall into slovenly ways and become fertile
ground for the first disease germs that appear. The children
suffer heavily, as might be expected, alike from their parents*
poor physique, their wretched surroundings, and ignorance of
treating such ailments as ordinary children easily withstand.
Everything about the slum appears to conspire to give the immi-
grants the poorest start possible, but especially the utter ab-
sence of hone-life is responsible for evils that are not ordina-
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rily laid at the door of tenement house congestion-I mean dis-
orderliness, loose morality, and crime. To charge these things,
without Qualification, to inherent viciousness in the foreigners
is a mistake. It is one thing to say that they are illiterate,
poor, and unfit to he trusted with the ballot, and it is quite
another to say that they are inherently and deliberately yiciousv
The former charges are probably true, the latter not generally
so. If the foreigners develop an abnormal criminality, it is due
largely to a combination of all the circumstances of their
slum existence. The children growing up know no home; the street
is their refuge out of school hours; they join "the gang" at
an early age, and advance in its lessons from the first mischiev-
ous pranks to do.vnright crime in a few short years. They possess
an advantage over their parents in having a fluent command of
English, look with scorn on the old world ways and customs of
their elders, call them "slow"; in a word, they utterly lack
restraint. What can five irksome hours a day in school avail
against this? Even the more docile ones, eager to learn, have
a slim enough chance. They are under school influence only until
perhaps their fifteenth year and few nabits or aspirations will
have been firmly enough fixed by then that they will not give way
when exposed only to destructive influences.
The hope, then, of assimilating our foreigners has been
placed almost entirely in the public schools. "Never mind the
parents, they will soon be dead; the children are ours," is the
way Prescott Hall expresses the common attitude on this point. It
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but not everything; it can arouse aspirations, bring out what is
in a child, but it can never supply anything to him. The boy
who was the pride of the district, the mayor of the school city,
may when twenty-five, accept^ as complacently as his brother of
the “gang* living conditions that shock our sense of decency, and
have abandoned his political theories and ideals for practical
politics and the control of the Italian vote in his precinct.
This is no indictment of the boy or of our educational system,
-
it merely means that heredity and environment are influences far
too strong to be overcome single-handed.
The second group of faults which I ascribed to the
slums, those pertaining to race conditions, are less evident to
the casual observer. They arise from the fact that the slum
is made up of Little Syria, the Greek quarter, the Ghetto, Little
Italy, and the others. If the families lived in neat, single
houses the fact that they were grouped by nationalities would
alone suffice to make their presence somewhat of a problem to the
community. The reason is not far to seek; each national group
becomes a unit, a centre toward which all newcomers from the same
country naturally gravitate, where, as far as changed external
conditions will permit, they live their old life. In the Polish
quarter, for example, one hears only Polish spoken, there is a
Polish church, a Polish newspaper, Polish stores, -in fact, it is
Little Poland. It is often questioned, “Where is the harm so
long as they are law-abiding?" The harm lies in the fact that
while these people have come here ostensibly for the purpose of
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becoming American citizens, in effect, they have never left
Poland, for the self-sufficiency of these foreign quarters is
as effective a barrier against our civilization as the broad
Atlantic. It seems almost futile to seek a remedy. We can le-
gislate against poor housing conditions, and, to some extent,
>
thus remedy congestion, but we cannot make laws saying where
people shall live or what language they shall speak.
The last words suggest a ray of hope, however, for
we can make the children go to school and teach them our lang-
uage and we can establish extension and evening schools where
their older brothers and sisters may learn if they will. That
the latter eagerly accept the opportunities offered is gratify-
ing but will not be view ed too optimistically when it is remem-
bered that knowledge of English sometimes means more pay and a
quicker return to proud affluence in the old country. But what-
ever the motive, we have gained a slight advantage, for the
acquisition of our language somehovi? broadens their viewpoint and
puts them into a more receptive attitude toward our ways. \/hile
^
this, to ray mind, is the most important work accomplished by the
schools as an assimilative force^ they have another responsible
task, that of putting the children of one nationality in close
touch with those of different ones. Contact broadens and while
it may not of itself construct anything good, by destroying old
standards and prejudices it gives clearer ground for implanting
American ideas. Trade schools, too, deserve mention and voca-
lovdn ovarl Y9ri:t nx naoiismA a«xnoo9cf
ax e‘i3J’'i«xjp naidiQ'i oeeiif 1o y;ofi3ioi'i‘]tu8-'lIda 9ii,i toJ ,bn«Xo^
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-aX nso sV/ 3 :£d98 eXiJ’u't j-eoiTtXo arripaa .tl .ox^ncIj'A
,j"no.txo 9ino8 oJ ,Jbfia ,ano i:tX5noo ^tiiouori •sooq ;tBrci3^a 9 *sIb1^
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tional classes. They are much criticized on the score that they
do not accomplish their avowed purpose, -a charge that need not
be investigated here; they must, however, do this much, -namely,
prevent any false notions concerning manual, labor from arising
in these foreign children. Without a doubt many of their pu-
pils become enabled to enter skilled trades who otherwise might
have been doomed to the treadmill drudgery of their parents.
Another most important means which we have chosen of
attempting to solve the problem of our relations with the immi-
grants lies in the work of the social settlements. Established
first in London in the eighties for the purpose of bringing
cheer into the lives of the very poor, they have come in this
country to accomplish the double purpose of making the poor
happier and making them American. The work is carried on by
persons of education, oftentimes college graduates, who take
up a residence among the poor and devote their energy and sym-
pathy to helping the people, mainly along the lines of re-
creation and self-improvement. The settlements vary in size
from single dwelling houses to groups of specially constructed
buildings such as Hull House, Greenwich House, and the Chi-
cago Commons, but all are carried on in the same spirit of
friendliness. Their aim has been set forth especailly well,
it seems to me, in a very tiny seven-page book called "The
College Settlement" written by Katherine Coman about the
work of seven college girls in the Rivington Street district
of New York. In these houses, neighborhood houses as they
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are often happily called, under the guidance out not control
of the workers, the children gather from the streets for
club meetings, for singing, sewing, sloyd, to listen to a story,
read hooks, or just to play games; They form clubs for debat-
ing, give plays, and do the thousand-end-one things that seem
to us Americans their rights as children and which only the
settlement gives them. The foreigners at first distrust these
workers, **who can afford to live on Ashland Boulevard and yet
deliberately make their homes among the Italians in this dirt
and smoke,** as one of them in Chicago exclaimed when Graham
Taylor was establishing the Commons. They suspect some ulter-
ior motive. But the children believe, -first the little ones,
then gradually the half-grown ones, and finally the parents
are won over. The mothers go to the teas at the House, and lis-
ten, maybe, to a bit of music, a play by their children, or a
talk from the district nurse on precautions that will help
keep baby alive through the long, hot summer. The fathers
come in the evening to listen to a pupular speaker on some
burning labor question and to the open discussion carried on
afterwards by the better informed among them. Old and young
alike join the People’s Chorus, The activities are so many
that it is scarcely possible to enumerate them. Scoffers say
they aim to make the poor discontented. If thqy succeed, I
think they have accomplished much, for it is only by stirring
these people to want more that we can ever hope to raise their
standard of living, lift them from the slums, make self-re-
specting Americans of them.
Xo'i^rnoo ion ijja eonabius Qrii TaftnjL' ,b9llBO n^i'^o aTs
'Tol aJeaiXs -3di snail i9rf;fR3 jTS'i&I.fcrfo erii ,a'is'Xiow odi "lo
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There are countless other agencies active in our great
work of assimilation, A particularly good example is the Civic
Service House of Boston, estahlished solely for the purpose of
teaching the principles of good citizenship to the young people
of the crowded Morth End, taking up the v/ork where the public
schools are forced to leave it off^ The rapidly developing play-
ground systems of the cities, established to give to the animal
spirits of the children a safe vent, are all-important factors
in the disruption of the •'gangs.'* Country Week, Mothers' Rests,
district nursing are efforts to raise the health standard in the
congested districts. Anything and everything that broadens the
foreigners* outlook shows then the way to better living, and at-
tempts to make them definitely desire it, -anything of this sort is
a powerful influence in the effort to make helpful American citi-





We have seen that we are welcoming, annually, vast num-
bers of people totally unlike us. in language, custom, and dispo-
sition, that these people are entering faster than we can give
them even a rudimentary idea of what citizenship among us ought
to imply, that they are lowering our wage-standard, blocking our
political progress, and burdening the community with grave social
problems; we have seen finally that we are making serious, sym-
pathetic attempts to remedy these evils. The question arises
pertinently, "Are we succeeding?" It is a nard one to answer be-
cause so much depends on one's point of view. Remembering, however
,
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the report of the Boston Associated Charities and the remarks of
other social workers quoted above, it is evident that there are
some in as close touch with the work as possible who find the
prospect not at all encouraging. Many others, especially eettle-
ment workers, incline to the opposite view, for, as Miss Coman
says, they feel that, even if they succeed in only one case out
of ten, their work has not been in vain. Looking, as they do, to
the good of the individual, they are undoubtedly right, but* re-
garding the work as an attempted solution of our complex problem,
one success to ten failures is not a reassuring report. Neither
do we feel encouraged on considering the foreigners* progressive
addition to our criminal inefficient and dependent classes. Least
of all is there comfort in the knowledge that there is no reason
to expect improved conditions during the coming years. To oe
brief-we are making little or no progress, indeed, such occur-
rences as the Lawrence strike indicate that there are places where
we are slipping back. The question to be decided is, "What are
v;e going to do about it?" It would seem as though a careful, un-
biased consideration of these facts and conditions must force one
to conclude that we need, in self-protection, to restrict con-
siderably the volume of our immigration and improve definitely its
quality. For years the question has been presented to Congress,
but, because it has commanded so little of the intelligent atten-
tion of the nation, various interest, especially the transporta-
tion companies, end important industries, have been able to block
proposed legislation. Even those people who believe in a policy
of restriction are not agreed on the best methods of carrying it
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out. On the whole, however, of all the proposale, the illit-
eracy test and heavy head tax seem to give the greatest promise of
effectual reform. The plan of consular inspection looks promising
hut, on closer examination, appears impracticahle, for it would de-
mand a tremendous increase in our consular force and even with this
our representatives would he forced still to depend upon the per-
sonal testimony of the many thousand applicants from the rural dis-
tricts. The other two plans could he carried out with our pre-
sent machinery, they would he extremely simple of application,
not dependent to any degree upon the testimony of the applicants
and would merely supplement in a very desirable way present laws.
The advantage of the head tax is that it would attract the more
frugal hy keeping out the shiftless. It is very evident that the
illiteracy test would he a powerful help in our battle with the
slum, crime, disease, and general inefficiancy.
But, simple as the proposition appears, it encounters
widespread opposition besides that which I have mentioned above..
In the first place, there are those who deny the necessity of tak-
ing any action whatever. These fall into two classes; first,
those persistent optimists who believe that we can and will as-
similate the Slavs of today as well as we did the Teutons of
yesterday, and second, those who, like Dr. Eliot, believe that
we will achieve a mixture of races, not fused, but living happi-
ly side by side. There can be little question, however, that
we do not want racial amalgamation; Mongrel races are low in all
the qualities that go to make a race great. Humboldt, Barwin,
Agassiz declare this and Brazilian experience proves it. Neither
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axaXnuoona XX .axoaqqa noXXiaoqoxq adX
aa aXqmXa .XuS
.avoda banoXXna» avari I doXd. XsdX
aabXaad noXXXaoqqo baaxqaabX^
'
-iaX lo 'cXXeaaoa-X arfX tnab oriw oaoriX
axs axariX .aoaXq Xaxi-i ari. nX
.jaxX^ ;aaaaaXo owX oXcix XXat aaarfT .xavaXarfw
noXXoa ^«a 3bX
.ea XXXv, bna nao a»- XarfX avaXXad oriw
sXaXrnXXqo XnaXeXaxao aaoriX
lo anoXaaT arfX bXb aw ao XXaw aa
yaboX lo avaX3 arfX aXaXxnXa
XariX avaXXad .XoxXS .xa a^UX .oriw
aaorfx .bnooaa bna .v.abxaXaa'C
-xqqarf snxvXX Xnd .baaal Xon .aaoax
lo axnXxXm a avaXriaa XXXw aw
XariX .xavaworf .noXXaanp aXXXXX
ad naa axorfT .able ^dd abXe 'dX
XXe nX woX axa aaoax Xaxanolt
;noXXar.is3X3BB XaXoax .nsw
.nxwxaa .XbXodmuH .Xaax3 aoax a
arfam oX oa XariX naxX-Xa-;p ariX
.XX aavoxq aonaXxaqxa naXXxaaxS
bna aXrit axaXoab aXasa^.^
is mixture to be sought, for pure races accomplish finest things.
One v;riter, Pr. Le Bon has said on this point in his" Political
Psychology'; -
"A preponderating influence of foreigners is a sure
solvent of ^the existence of states. It takes away from a
people its most precious possession- its soul. When aliens
became numeri^ous in the Roman Empire, it ceased to be."
and again:
-
"It was a very sure instinct which taught the ancients
the fear of strangers-they well knew that worth of a country is not
measured by the number of its inhabitants, but by the number of
its citizens."
Then there are those people who deny our moral right to
take steps to keep out the foreigners, whose outcry is that we
must continue true to the purpose of the forefathers, that this
country should ever be an "asylum" for the oppressed. Granting
this last, are they quite sure that there is not a grain of truth
in the cry of the other extremists that we are metamorphosing from
a sacred refuge into a dumping ground? Are Lawrence, Chicago,
and the East side successful schools of the kind of freedom that
Washington, Franklin, and Jefferson cherished. Surely it is
a false charity that is not content with bestowing the interest
on its inheritance, but purposes to give lavishly of the prin-
cipal, When both are gone what will the poor do? When our indus-
trial conditions are as bad as the worst in Europe, and our po-
litical and social conditions correspon«iingly altered, as they
•-3C-
.aarriff^ taanil: rfailqmoooa aaoBi aitiq *ro^ .Jrfsuoa arf a'TuJxiw ai
IuoiJ'iIo‘1 "airf ni J’nioq alrfd* no Jblaa aarf no3 9.1 .*iq snO
arcuB 3 al BTonsieiol lo aonauXlni ani j's'iabnoqanq A”
8 moil v;ov7a ne^aJ’ JI .aalaXs lo dona.^ax>:8 arCJ'^ lo Inavloa
enaiXa n9ri\7 .Xwoa a.ti -noiasaaaoq auoioeiq taom a^jfc alqoao
“.3cf oj bdsooo Si ,3'tiqmIX nswofT srfi ni aiioj^iainurt arrraoed’
-•.nieij* bns
atn-diona 3iXi iriyijBi rfoi/iw ^oniiani a'CJja 'i'lsv a a.8v? il"
ion ai y^iSnuoo a lo diTow iarii ;7on>( XX&w '^arli-aTaanaiia lo xsyl arfi
lo 'iscfiTTijn srfi .y;cf ii/cf ,8in3ticTer{ni ai i lo 'lacfnu/n srii vcT bemaaam .
’•.anesxtlo aii
oi irtax'i Xaio.Tt 'Ujo oHw sZqoeq saorit a'ln anarfj narlT
aw iorii ax ^noiuo eaorfyr .ansnaieiol 8 r(i iijo q80>£ oi aqais a^nS
airiS iCiXi
,
a'lsrftal^'iol ar(i lo aaoqujo oi suit oxrniinoo iax/m
anxinB-iO ,baaaeiqqo aAS -xol •*ir(x;X'\ias" na ad 'lava bluocia x'^Scwoo
riiif'xi lo nin'xs ® ^on ax onarfi isrii aiua aixxrp '.{odi ais ,ieaX ax^di
cnoil anxao£fqio:ri8 i 9m 9 'is aw iarfi, aiaxm&’iixs Tsrfio orfi lo \:'io aiii ni
.
,
038oiiXO ,dona'xw8J aiA ?bnjJots Bnxqmjb a oinx a^ulan bo'iosa s
SadS rnob99il lo brtiil adS 'to eloodoa Xulaaoooua sbxe iaeH arij bna
ox ii ^cXoix/a .baiiei-ioxio noaiolleL bn.3 ,ni tifnn'i'i .noianxdaBW
iaaidini adS aniwoiaocf liiiw inainoo ion ai iarfi vii’i'isnn oaXsl s
-nt*iq 9iii lo ^'XiXaivaX 9vxa oi aoaqqiuq ixid
,
9onaixn3dnx eiii ^lo
-ax/bni ujo aadW ?oi> icoq adi XXiw iodw ©no3 ana rfiod narfV .Xaqio
-oq nxjo bns ,9qonx;a: ni ia'iow arid bb bad aa aia anoiStbnoo Inlii
XodS en .baioiXn ’cXsn - bnoq8on‘roo enoiiibnoo Xaiooe bcia XaoiixX
must inevitably be, whither will the "oppreseed" flee? And of
what use will it be to remember that we once were their "asylum?**
as the
I do not mean this/wail of a pessimist, neither as an attempt to
demonstrate that we should long ago have attained the millennium
but for our immigrant friends, nor yet as an enlargement upon
"America for the Americans!" What I do believe is that "America
for progress" should be our v/atchword,and because Teutonic stock
has shown itself best fitted to accomplish our ends, the enter-
prise should be entrusted to it and only with great care to the
best representatives of other races. Charles Eliot says it is not
a generous thought, -iuaybe it does not seem so today but it will oe
proven the surest wisdom in the future. Phillips Brooks believed
this to be true for he said:-
"If the world, in the great march of centuries, is going
to be richer for the development of a certain national character,
built up by a larger tii>e of manhood here, then for the world’s
sake, for the sake of every nation that would pour in upon it
that which would disturb that development, we have a right to
stand guard over it."
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,
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